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Appendix 8: Approach Towards Infrastructure Requirements 

  

 Introduction 

1.1 This Appendix outlines our approach to the identification and broad budget costing of main 

infrastructure requirements associated each Option considered as part of the study.  In broad 

terms, the purpose of this analysis is to identify the main development contribution 

requirements likely to be sought as part of any development proposals. 

1.2 It should be noted that given the high level nature of the study, the costings and requirements 

should be regarded as indicative.  They also only relate to an estimate of broad budget 

construction costs and do take into account issues such as land acquisition, ownership or 

land title considerations.  In addition, in a number of circumstances detailed consultation 

responses from the relevant infrastructure providers have not been able to be obtained.  In 

such circumstances, assumptions in relation certain infrastructure requirements potentially 

arising from each option have had to be made.   

1.3 Where necessary, assumptions and costs have been based on a range of considerations 

including: 

n Industry standard construction cost rates such as those set out in the current 

Quarterly Review of Building Prices; 

n The Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document adopted by Tamworth 

Borough Council in July 2007; 

n Relevant approaches to infrastructure requirements set out in relevant SHLAAs 

applying to the study area; 

n Approaches adopted to education costing and provision standards and requirements 

by Staffordshire County Council; and 

n Approaches proposed by other Local Authorities elsewhere in the Country. 

1.4 The purpose of the assessment of infrastructure requirements is to provide a broad picture of 

the nature, scale, indicative budget construction cost of likely required improvements 

associated with the different development options.  Further detailed work would be required 

to further test and refine the requirements associated with any chosen option or combination 

of options progressed through the Council’s respective Local Development Frameworks. 
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Assessing the Potential Residential Yield of Growth Options 

1.5 A key starting point to the calculation of many of the anticipated development contributions is 

to define the likely residential yield of sites.  This requires the application of an appropriate:  

n Gross to net site area ratio (i.e. the percentage of the site which could realistically be 

developed for housing once those parts of the site required for other purposes such 

as schools, open space, landscape buffers, main roads etc are discounted); and 

n Housing density figure to be applied to the net site area. 

1.6 With regards to defining an appropriate gross to net site area ratio, for the purposes of this 

assessment it has been assumed that 60% of the gross site area will be available for housing 

development (also see comments regarding employment provision below).  This approach 

follows the approach adopted for a number of larger sites in the Lichfield SHLAA and has 

also had regard to ‘Tapping the Potential’ produced by the former DETR in December 2000. 

1.7 As part of the identification of development requirements such as schools and open space, it 

is also possible to identify associated land requirements (and this approach has been 

adopted in the Tamworth SHLAA through the preparation of a sample number of residential 

schemes for different types of site within the Borough).  That said, due to the high level 

nature of this study (and the resultant fact that, for example, indicative site Master Plans have 

not been prepared or other site-specific investigations such as ground conditions surveys 

undertaken), not all site requirements such as landscape buffers or other ‘undevelopable’ 

areas have been able to be identified.  As such, for the purposes of this study, the application 

of a 60% developable net site area figure is considered appropriate. 

1.8 For larger sites, it is also assumed that part of the Growth Option will be required for 

employment purposes.  The application of a net site density is normally appropriate where 

only residential development proposed.  As such, any employment requirement has first been 

identified and discounted from the gross site area prior to applying the gross to net area ratio 

for the purposes of defining the amount of land available for housing. 

1.9 Given the nature and location of the Growth Options considered, and in line with an approach 

set out in the Lichfield SHLAA, for the purposes of this assessment a density of 40 dwellings 

per hectare has been applied to the net site area to derive the residential yield or capacity of 

sites. 
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Community Infrastructure 

Primary Schools 
1.10 The starting point for assessing primary school requirements has first been to examine the 

capacity of existing accessible facilities.  In the case of primary schools, this includes all 

facilities within 30 minute walk / public transport time of particular growth option sites. Once 

all accessible schools are identified, their existing available capacity has been investigated.   

1.11 Where capacity information has not been able to be obtained from the Local Education 

Authority, we have sought to rely on secondary published data sources where this is 

available.  

1.12 Even if capacity in existing schools does currently exist however, given the overall position 

across the study area that primary school places are often limited and to reflect the fact that 

other future housing developments within the urban area will likely take up currently available 

capacity in any event, the following approach has been applied: 

n For those development options able to accommodate the minimum number of 

dwellings able to entirely support a new primary school from its resident population 

(say 1,000 units), a new school of an appropriate size would be provided on site as 

part of the development; and 

n For development options smaller than this minimum threshold, an extension / 

extensions to existing accessible primary schools would be provided of a scale to 

fully accommodate the additional primary school places generated by the 

development.  

1.13 In assessing the required scale of school provision associated with different Development 

Options, we have applied an average pupil product ratio (i.e. the number of pupils expected 

to be generated per new dwelling) and also an appropriate scale of facility in terms of the 

number of pupils it should cater for, as illustrated in the following table: 

School Type Pupil Product Ratio Facility Size [Site Area] (4) Associated Dwelling No 
Size Range 

Primary School (1FE) 210 pupils (2)  [1 ha] 1,000 dwellings 

Primary School (2FE) 
0.21(1) 

420 pupils (3)  [2 ha] 2,000 dwellings 
(1) Pupil Product Ratio figure taken from Tamworth Council Planning Obligations SPD (July 2007) and Annex 1 to the 
Staffordshire County Council Education Planning Obligations Policy Annual Update 2008/09 
(2) 1 Form Entry School consists of 1 class of 30 pupils for each of the 7 years catered for the by school 
(3)  2 Form Entry School consists of 2 classes of 30 pupils for each of the 7 years catered for the by school 
(4) Associated site area requirement based on experience elsewhere and identified as a broad guide only 

1.14  

1.15 The following cost rate has been applied to the cost of construction of new primary schools 

and also to the cost of extending existing facilities, employing the cost multiplier per pupil 
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included at Annex 1 to the Staffordshire County Council Education Planning Obligations 

Policy Annual Update 2008/09. 

School Type 
Assumed 

Construction Cost Per 
Pupil 

Facility Size Range Associated Cost Range 
(Based on Facility Size) 

Primary School (New Build) 210 – 420 pupils £2.32M - £4.64M 

Primary School (Extension) 
£11,031 Extension size will depend on existing provision and guidance 

from provider 

Secondary Schools (Excluding 6th Form Provision) 
1.16 Further to meetings held with the Local Authority’s commissioning this study, we have been 

advised that in light of the planned improvements to secondary school provision within the 

Tamworth area, there will likely be available capacity in secondary school provision across 

the study area and hence, further enhancements as part of additional housing growth will 

unlikely be required.  As such, no cost or site area has normally been applied within the 

assessment for secondary school facilities. 

1.17 If secondary school provision was required however (such as if a very large scale of 

development was proposed to also accommodate some of the development needs of 

Lichfield or North Warwickshire which could exceed available capacity) the following table 

sets out main costs and site areas to be applied, similar in approach to that identified for 

primary schools. 

School Type Pupil Product Ratio Facility Size Range [Site Area] (2) Associated Dwelling 
No Size Range 

Secondary School (4 FE) 
600 Pupils (absolute minimum) (3) 

[5 ha] 
4,000 

Secondary School (6 FE) 
900 Pupils (optimum – min) (4)  

[7 ha] 
6,000 

Secondary School (8 FE) 

0.15(1) 

1,200 Pupils (optimum – max) (5)  
[8.5 ha] 

8,000 

(1) Pupil Product Ratio figure taken from Tamworth Council Planning Obligations SPD (July 2007) and Annex 1 to the 
Staffordshire County Council Education Planning Obligations Policy Annual Update 2008/09 
(2) Associated site area requirement based on experience elsewhere and identified as a broad guide only 
 (3) 4 Form Entry School consists of 4 class of 30 pupils for each of the 5 years catered for the by school 
(4)  6 Form Entry School consists of 6 classes of 30 pupils for each of the 5 years catered for the by school 
(5) 8 Form Entry School consists of 8 classes of 30 pupils for each of the 5 years catered for the by school 
 

 

School Type 
Assumed 

Construction Cost Per 
Pupil 

Facility Size Range Associated Cost Range 
(Based on Facility Size) 
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Secondary School (New Build) 600 – 1,200 pupils £10M - £20M 

Secondary School (Extension) 
£16,622* Extension size will depend on existing provision and guidance 

from provider 
* cost multiplier per pupil included at Annex 1 to the Staffordshire County Council Education Planning Obligations 
Policy Annual Update 2008/09. 

 

Local and District Centre Facilities 
1.18 For developments exceeding 500 units, in line with the existing Tamworth SHLAA it has been 

assumed that a local centre of approximately 0.75 hectares should be accommodated within 

the development. 

1.19 As part of the development, and based on a combination of the approaches proposed by 

certain other local authorities and also Annex 1 to the Staffordshire County Council Education 

Planning Obligations Policy Annual Update 2008/09, it is assumed that the following items 

would be provided as part of a local centre: 

 

Facility Size (Sq m) Cost (per Sq m) Total Construction 
Cost 

Local Health Centre (GP) 500 sq m Circa £600,000 

Community Hall 200 sq m 
£1200 per sq m (2) 

Circa 240,000 

Local Sports Hall 300 sq m £1250 per sq m (2) Circa £375,000 

Pre School / Nursery 100 sq m (per each 500 
dwellings) (1) £11,031 per pupil (3) Circa £165,500 (per 

each 500 dwellings) 

Local retail facilities - No construction cost to development 

Local employment facilities - No construction cost to development 
(1) Based on pupil product ratio of 0.03 children per dwelling as set out in Annex 1 to the Staffordshire County 

Council Education Planning Obligations Policy Annual Update 2008/0, generating a requirement for 15 nursery 
spaces per each 500 dwellings 

(2) Based on assessment of current construction costs set out in the BCIS Quarterly Review of Building Prices 
(3) Cost multiplier per pupil included at Annex 1 to the Staffordshire County Council Education Planning Obligations 

Policy Annual Update 2008/09. 
 

1.20 The following table identifies other types of social and community facilities which would likely 

be provided, together with the associated triggers for provision, based on approaches 

proposed by certain other local authorities.  Site areas are identified as a guide to indicate the 

required increase in the 0.75 local centre area assumed above. 

Facility 
Size Trigger  

(No. of 
Dwellings) 

Facility Size  
[Floor space (Site 

area)] 
Cost (per Sq m) Total Construction 

Cost 
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Place of Worship 1,250 200 sq m (0.1 ha) £1,500 per sq m £300,000 

Library 1,670 200 sq m (0.1 ha) £1,400 per sq m £280,000 

District Shopping Facilities 750 sq m 0.5 ha No construction cost to development 

 

Open Space 
1.21 As with school provision, the starting point for assessment has been an examination of the 

nature and availability of existing open space provision.  In general terms however, it is 

understood that the majority of the study area is currently deficient in one way or another.  

Therefore, for the purposes of this element of the study, it has been assumed that all sites 

would provide for on-site open space facilities of a type and scale related to the scale of 

development identified so that it can service its own open space requirements.   

1.22 The following table outlines the open space size and cost assumptions applied.  Size 

requirements per population have been based on requirements included in Policy ENV 14 of 

the adopted Tamworth Local Plan, which applies the (former) NPFA Six Acre Standard.  In 

terms of the cost applied for open space provision (and maintenance), as an estimate we 

have used a figure of £2,000 per dwelling which we consider to be a reasonable mid-range 

contribution figure based on a review of various SPDs across the Country undertaken by 

Sport England.  

Open Space Type Size (per 400 dwellings / 1,000 population) Cost Applied per Dwelling 

Children’s Play Space 0.8 hectares £1,250* 

Outdoor sports space 
(pitches, greens, courts 
etc)  

1.6 hectares £750* 

* http://www.sportengland.org/index/get_resources/planning_for_sport_front_page/kitbag_front_page/kitbag_examples-2/kitbag_examples_spd_details.htm 

1.23 For the purposes of this assessment, no allowance has been made for the provision of other 

forms of open space such as allotments and formal parks and gardens as this falls outside of 

the requirements set out in the Local Plan Policy ENV 14. 

 

Affordable Housing 
1.24 In line with adopted Tamworth Local Plan policy, it is assumed that 30% of housing provided 

as part of any Development Option would be in the form of Affordable Housing (with the 

precise nature of provision to be agreed on a case by case basis). 

 

http://www.sportengland.org/index/get_resources/planning_for_sport_front_page/kitbag_front_page/kitbag_examples-2/kitbag_examples_spd_details.htm
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Major Employment Provision 
1.25 As noted under local centre facilities, for developments exceeding 500 dwellings, it is 

anticipated that local centre facilities would be provided, which could include small-scale 

employment opportunities. 

1.26 For development options with a potential capacity exceeding 500 dwellings but which do not 

have reasonable access to any existing main employment areas (i.e. achieving an 

accessibility score of 2 or lower), it is assumed that further on-site employment provision 

should be made of a scale commensurate to the resident working population likely to be 

generated by the new residential development. 

1.27 In order to calculate the size of employment (floorspace) required, as a broad guide it is 

assumed that each new dwelling would create 1.25 economically active persons and that 

each economically active person would require 21sq m of employment floor space.  In terms 

of translating the resultant floorspace requirement to a site area, it is assumed that 4,000 sq 

m of floorspace would require 1 hectare of employment land.  As a proxy guide to take 

account of the employment land requirement, we have reduced the initial gross development 

area by 20% before applying a gross to net area ratio to calculate dwelling capacity. 

1.28 Even where major accessible employment facilities exist, for development options with a 

dwelling capacity of more than 1,000 units (applying a similar minimum dwelling number size 

threshold trigger to on-site primary school provision for consistency) for the purposes of this 

assessment it is assumed that on-site employment provision would be made applying the 

above approach to define the scale of required employment land.  It should be noted that 

given the high level nature of the study only a relatively simple formulaic approach has been 

applied and this does not seek to pre-empt or run counter to any more specific guidance or 

conclusions as may be set out in Employment Land Reviews for example. 

 

Physical Infrastructure 

Main Highways Improvements 
1.29 As a broad approach towards highways infrastructure requirements, we have sought to 

define likely improvements based on the outputs of the existing transport model and also 

through discussions with the Highways Authority and the commissioning Local Authorities for 

this study (for example, to define the suggested extent and cost of major highways works 

associated with Anker Valley and other developments to the north of the Tamworth urban 

area). 

1.30 The nature of anticipated highways improvements for each option is listed in associated 

completed Growth Option matrices.  The approach towards the broad budget costing of 
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different types of localized junction and / or lane width improvement which may be likely is 

summarised in the following table: 

Improvement Capacity 
Restraint 
Scenario Extra 3.5m Lane (Length 

in metres) 
Signal Improvement 

(Type) 
Improved 10m Width 

Link (Length in metres) 
Total Cost 

1 £145,750 (100m) £46,370 (improved 3 arm 
signals) £485,430 (33m) £677,550 

2 £233,200 (160m)   £233,200 

3 £145,750 (100m)   £145,750 

4 £167,612.50 (115m) £46,370 (improved 3 arm 
signals)  £213,982.50 

5 £396,440 (27m) £139,110 (3 simple signal 
controlled junction)  £535,550 

9 £354,172.50 (243m) £65,480 (improved 4 arm 
signals)  £419,652.50 

10 £131,175 (90m)   £131,175 

 

1.31 In relation to the three strategic highways schemes within the study area as set out in the 

LTP, based on a combination of information supplied by the commissioning Local Authorities 

and also the Highways Authority, the following table outlines potential broad costs and 

associated triggers for provision: 

Highways Scheme Estimated Cost Trigger Potentially Affected 
Growth Options 

Anker Valley Link £20M Above 250 dwellings A, C, G 

Anker Valley Link & Amington Link £30M Above 1,300 dwellings A, C, G 

Dosthill Bypass £5M No trigger defined B (Dosthill) 

 

1.32 The Highways Authority has indicated that it is anticipated that the above strategic highways 

schemes will be ‘mainly developer funded’.  For the purposes of this assessment, and in the 

absence of other information, it has therefore been assumed that the above schemes would 

require to be entirely funded via the affected Growth Option(s) listed in the above table. 
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1.33 Notwithstanding the above details, unlike other infrastructure requirements, the precise 

nature and cost of highways improvements will vary on a site by site basis and cannot be 

derived through the application of a generic formulae.  In a number of instances, we have 

sought to define the broad construction cost (through the application of industry standard 

costs or existing costing where these are available) to reflect the general nature of works 

which would be necessary to theoretically improve relevant junctions and approaches 

operating at or over capacity.  Due to the strategic nature of this study, it has not been 

possible to consider ownership issues or to confirm if sufficient highways land exists to 

provide the optimum improvement solution.  This would require further examination as part of 

more detailed work to underpin any selected preferred option. 

1.34 The precise requirements of a particular transport scheme cannot be quantified at such an 

early stage, as the impact is influenced by many factors which are unquantifiable until both 

the level and type of development is decided upon.  The off site nature of this development 

mitigation leads to a wider possibility of solutions, and variation in the level of impact caused, 

depending on the level of impact predicted, which almost certainly will not be from 100% of 

the site for any particular highway constraint.  In addition, a deliberate policy to restrict 

highway capacity could be followed, to encourage a shift in trip patterns, and therefore 100% 

mitigation for the impact may not always be the desired outcome for any design associated 

with the development.  This policy aspect is likely to vary over the lifetime of the study. 

1.35 This is significantly different to other infrastructure, which is often provided on site to cater for 

the whole development.  The mitigation of travel impacts also does not have a single solution, 

for example 'construction of a primary school' as solutions other than highway construction 

can be proposed to mitigate trip impact. 

1.36 In addition to this, the capacity provided to cater for development impact is not set by any 

national body, for example class sizes triggering construction of a primary school.  Therefore 

any solution is open to interpretation by different parties, and can often be provided in various 

off site locations, all of which could have significantly different costs. 

 

Other Infrastructure Improvements 
1.37 Further to consultation with the main utility providers, costs and requirements arising are 

likely in general likely to be relatively limited in the context of other infrastructure 

requirements.  Where particular requirements have been identified by the provider, such as in 

relation to required lengths of new water mains to connect particular development options the 

existing network, these have been estimated applying generic industry construction 

standards (for example, £300 per linear meter for the laying of a 300mm water main). 
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1.38 As with highways infrastructure, issues such as ownership, easements etc are excluded from 

any budget cost calculation. 

 


